
Brief notes of the Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled
People Steering Group Meeting held on Friday 14 December 1984 at
7.30 pm in the St Thomas Centre, Ardwick Green North, Manchester.

Present: Lorraine Gradwell (in the Chair)
Linda "Carroll

Neville Strowger
Leon Roger
Brian Haines

Mary Lee
David Goddard

Joan Willis

Bernard Leach

In Attendance; Valerie Suffolk

{J Anita Leach
Dorothy Whitaker

Apologies; Ken Lumb

Saeed Ahmed

Anne Miller

Edna Hughes
Kevin Hyett

Lorraine opened the meeting by reminding those present that they
would need to speak clearly and face Mary when they spoke to
enable her to lip-read. Also she had received a message from
Edna Hughes who no longer felt able to attend Coalition Committee
Meetings - thanks were recorded for Edna's contribution.

1 Minutes of the last meeting
The spelling of Gulbenkian was corrected and the
minutes were then accepted as a correct record.

O1 2 Matters arising from the minutes:

a) The topic for the next Open Meeting needed
to be decided. It was agreed that the
suggestions already received eg Politics of
Disability, and Citizens' Advocacy should
be considered under 'Any other business' if
time permitted, and if not, a Sub-Committee
should meet and bring a suggestion to the
next meeting.

b) Dorothy had contacted Sister Marie at
Hennessey House reference Coalition members
participating in the sign language courses
she organises. She thought this would be
possible, but suggested that Dorothy
contacted her again in the New Year when
she would have definite details of time,
place and dates of new courses.



c) The Constitution was now finished and
members had been asked to consider it so
that its submission to relevant bodies
could be expidited, but as none of the
Constitution Sub-Committee was present at
the meeting, it was agreed to defer the
item to the next meeting.

d) Dorothy had got a bank mandate zor the
opening of a Coalition account and would
liaise with Kevin and Ken re signatories
and accounting procedures.
David Goddard said he would arrange payment
of expense claims early in the New Year.

e) The Coalition leaflet would be printed and /-s
circulated to members and any
organisations/individuals they suggested.

f) Dorothy was due to visit the Open
University on Monday 17 December and persue
the matter of a reading list on 'Politics
of Disability'.

g) Education Meeting - Brian Haines had
written a report of the meeting based on
his tape-recording - this would be compiled
along with other brief notes taken at the
meeting and issued to those present at the
meeting. Brian was thanked for his help,
especially as, due to pressure of time at
the meeting, Bernard had been unable to
take down all the comments.

A letter had been received from those (~*)
people attending the meeting connected with
Warrington DIAL, primarily complaining
about the format of the meeting, their
inability to find the venue and the
weather! As the Coalition members felt they
had made the Warrington people welcome and
offered to help them in any campaign to
improve their inaccessible further
education facilities even though they were
not in the Coalition catchment area, it was
felt the contents of the letter were not

wholly justified and that if Ken Lumb as
Chairman felt a reply was necessary, he and
Dorothy would liaise to compile it.



Also there had been concern amongst
Coalition members after the Education
Meeting that we should consider the issues
of deaf people more with deaf people as
there had been a certain amount of

confusion and contradiction in the views
expressed about deaf people and education
at this meeting. A letter had been sent to
the Manchester Deaf Club inviting them to
meet with Coalition members and Mary who
now was prepared to represent hearing
impaired people on the Coalition agreed to
liaise with them if a reply was not
forthcoming.

^ Bernard suggested Coalition members may
like to read 'Why the Deaf Are Angry' and
copies are available on request from Linda
or Dorothy at GMCVS.

h) Outreach - Lorraine had been unable to
attend the Outreach Meeting on Tuesday 11
December but had agreed to be present at a
meeting after Christmas. The Coalition
had also received an invitation to join
Outreach members at Haneka, and although it
was unlikely Coalition members would be
able to go, Outreach would be thanked for
their invitation.

3 Fundraising/financial/premises report:

i) Fundraising/financial

a) Ken Lumb had suggested that the general
fundraising letter, compiled by Lorraine and
circulated at the last meeting, should be
widely circulated to small firms and
industries and personal contacts of
Coalition members eg Rotary and other social
clubs, but the Finance Sub-Committee should
consider applications to larger grant-making
organisations.

b) Brian wondered if a feature on 'This Is Your
Right* may help with finance. It was agreed
that this kind of publicity would benefit
the Coalition but would probably create a

_ demand for support from rH g*hl ori p<a>r.pi o «-»
which the Coalition could not respond unless
it had adequate premises and manpower.



C) ?iSai«n?hifiCat,ii<ln* ha.d been received fromGMC re the Coalition's priority order in
their Urban aid submission to the Department
of Environment - number 7.

Premises

a) Bernard had been elected Chairman of the
Sub-Committee of Disabled People of
Manchester City's Equal Opportunities Unit
and he intended seeing if the City could
offer any suggestions re premises for the
Coalition. In addition, he reminded the
Coalition that there was also the
possibility of sharing the Manchester ~
Disability Forum office space 'prq-tem'. ' '

b) Dorothy reported that she had put in a bid
for desk space and use of a phone downstairs
at GMCVS for at least two days a week -
downstairs space was very limited and as
redecoration was in progress and staff
having to share office accommodation it may
be difficult to have space immediately. If,
on the other hand, current GMCVS proposals
to GMC for finance to instal a lift were
accepted and implemented, space would be
readily available upstairs. The Coalition
agreed to support GMCVS in any negotiations
to make the St Thomas Centre totally
accessible - not all the users of the
building were convinced a totally accessible
building was necessary.

c) Please would any members of the Coalition
who are prepared to travel into Manchester
to do some administrative work for the
Coalition for travel expenses and meal
voucher only please contact Dorothy - it may
be possible to draw up a rota of volunteers.

Finance/General Purpose Committee

The original members of the Finance Committe -
Bernard, Neville, Lorraine and Dorothy - agreed
to be the core of this group and would consider
a date for a meeting and co-option of other
members.

n



4 Brief reports from meetings where the GM
Coalition were represented:

a) Citizens' Advocacy Workshop - Neville's
re"p*o"rtr~wa"s~cTreTTTaTe^I - cbmments maae
included the need to broaden the idea made at

the workshop of a; non-handicapped citizen
representing a handicapped citizen, to
include a handicapped citizen being
represented by a handicapped citizen. David
Goddard felt the Coalition should develop
such advocacy powers if they also wished to
support the idea of Independent Living.
Bernard offered a note of caution re the

seeming individual emphasis of Citizens'
Advocacy which may override the need to
recognise an oppressed group.

b) 'More Equal than Some' - Lorraine and Linda
had attended this presentation of a report
of Disabled Women and Unemployment and
allied Workshops at the Kings Fund Centre,
London. They had just finished comparing
and editing their notes and their report
would be circulated at the next meeting.
Their overall impression was that the
conference had been purely a vehicle to
publicise the report and Lady Margaret Hall
Settlement who had produced it and there had
been no prior intention to have any follow-
up of the conferences deliberations and no
intention to produce a report of the day's
proceedings. The audience had been moderate
in their view and yet seemed to welcome the
critical source of those from Greater

», Manchester. The speaker from the Equal
v-/ Opportunities Commission had been the most

constructive and it was agreed the Coalition
should maintain contact with her - including
sending her, Lady Margaret Hall and Jo
Campling (Chairman of the Day) a copy of the
report prepared by Coalition members.
Linda and Lorraine have a copy of 'More
Equal than Some' - please let them know if
any Coalition member wishes to read it.

c) Special Learning Difficulties Project -
Edna, June and Annette had attended this on
behalf of the Coalition and June had given
Dorothy a short verbal report. The day was
interesting and informative and parents of
disabled children who were present were
clamouring for more support networks with
professions.



d) Day Centres for Young Disabled People' -
Joan Willis and Neville Strowger had
attended the conference organised by RADAR

...... at the.„Dalmeney_ Hotel in_.St. Annes on 29 ^
November. Joan would prepare a brief
written report for circulation at the next
meeting. From his experience at Oldham
Brian endorsed the fear - implicit at the
conference - that young people were not
being attracted to Day Centres, hence the
falling numbers and the tendency for such
centres to become extensions of Old People's
Homes. Day Centres were definitely trying
to change their image and David said New
Vale House in Oldham were experimenting with
a Users' Committee. Neville commented that
the venue of the conference was not ideal •>
and he had informed RADAR that not all
disabled people in wheelchairs were
necessarily accompanied wherever they went.

e) Manchester City Equal Opportunities Unit
Meetings - several Coalition members had
been present at these meetings but it was
agreed Linda Carroll would be seen as the
Coalition representative. The Sub-Committee
of the EO Unit of Disabled People had
elected the following officers:
Bernard Leach (Chairman)
Kevin Hyett (Vice-Chairman)
Linda Carroll(Secretary).
72 applications had been received for the
posts on the Unit. Unfortunately
appointment procedures would be protracted
because NALGO considered only Councillors /-s
should have voting powers on any interview
body and the Disabled Persons' Committee
wished to be represented at more than
observer level. Bernard was hopeful that a
more reasonable position could be negotiated
at a meeting with NALGO the following week.

At this point Bernard mentioned that he had been
approached to speak at a Regional Conference on
Employment Opportunities for Disabled People in
Manchester in March, when it was hoped there
would also be contributions from MSC, CUi and a
local MP, plus a member of the Disabled Persons'
Unit at GMC. Bernard was concerned that the
invitation had seemed to suggest that they did
not want a presentation from someone 'too
disabled' and that he was being invited because
he was seen to be an acceptable academic. He
had therefore deferred any decision until he had
consulted the Coalition. Tt was agreed Bernard



should keep the 'door open' whilst gleaning
further information and the Coalition supported
Bernard in any decision.

5 Oldhanr 'Project'
Val Suffolk outlined the support she would like
from the Coalition Committee members to
compliment the support from disabled people in
Oldham.

Oldham MBC was holding a training session for
staff on the 6/7 February with a general theme
of 'Working Together with Disabled People'.
There would be several workshops during the two
days on specific issues which Val would outline

{J at the next meeting and she was hoping that
Coalition members would help in facilitating
these workshops - travel expenses would be paid.
Vic Finkelstein - Chairman of the British
Council of Organisations of Disabled People -
had already agreed to participate in the
training sessions, on the Independent Living
Movement theme.

Also Val had been invited by Parkdene School to
do some 'training' sessions with the older
pupils and she was convinced that only if
disabled people participated in these sessions
would they be of any value.
It was generally agreed that the Coalition
should, where possible, support Val in these
initiatives - it would be one way of publicising
and discussing the Coalition's aims and
objectives and also could be viewed as a pilot
project exercise for consideration in other GMC
areas.

Any Coalition members who would be willing to
participate in either the February training
session and/or the sessions at Parkdene School
should contact Val Suffolk direct: 624-6531 or
give her their name and address at the next
meeting.
David Goddard and Val also suggested that there
may be space for a Coalition office in New Vale
House (Day Centre) in Oldham if this seemed
appropriate - the F&GP would consider this.

u



'Is there Life after Physical Disability?'
(University of Manchester Extra Mural Course -
•February 21 and 22). Coalition course of
action:

Coalition members were primarily concerned about
three aspects of this course-

a) the title and its implicit suggestion;

b) the fact that none of the organisers or
presenters appear to be disabled people;

c) the no reduction fee which would preclude
most non-professional disabled people from f-\
attending and therefore participating.

Ken Lumb had sent a letter for consideration by
Coalition members which he suggested should be
sent to the orgainsers of the course. There was
general agreement that the letter should be sent
as the Coalition's response to their disquiet
about the course, although it was pointed out
that possibly the Extra Mural Department was
totally oblivious of the implications of the
title and had no understanding of disability
issues and maybe the Coalition could educate
them in some way, but the presenters of the
course should know better. A sugested follow-up
to the letter would be some kind of action by
disabled people at the course and this would be
discussed in full at the next meeting.

NB Comments and names of joint signatories to O
the aforementioned letter (circulated with the
notice of the next Coalition meeting) should be
telephoned to Linda Carroll or Ken Lumb by 18
January at the latest.

Any other business

a) Dorothy reported that the meeting with GMC
re Light Rapid Transit on 22 November had
been very positive in informing GMC that
disabled people would accept no less than a
totally accessible LRT system and a recent
GMC minute had proved this message had
been relayed to County Councillors who
wished to meet disabled people in the New
Year.

b) Reference was made to the AID meeting on 24
January - see enclosed notice.
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c) Anne Miller had sent in a suggestion that
Greater Manchester Coalition should
affiliate to BCODP and DPI - as time was
short, discussion on this was deferred to
the mext meeting.

8 Date, time next meeting
Health

— — — w .— ___—__ — — -—• • ' —— ^

Friday 18 January, 7.30 pm, at the Heall
Education Offices, Hardman Street, Manchester.


